## MAIN Exam Timetable

**Trimester 2 2019**  
**Australasian College of Natural Therapies**  
**Pyrmont Campus**

### Exam Period: Monday 26th August 2019 – Friday 30th August 2019

**All Higher Education Courses:** DipHSc, BHSc (Nat), BHSc (NutMed), BHSc (WHM)

### Legend / Notes:
- Students enrolled into BH320A, BH320A, CAM304A FOL intensive subjects, your final practical component will be assessed at the end of your intensive (Week10)/ beginning of week 11, please check with your lecturer on your first day of your intensive.
- Exam Group - Some exams may be in more than 1 exam room - students are allocated alphabetically by surname.

Please ensure you check your **Subject Code/Name** and attend the correct exam session. Exams are sorted alphabetically by **Subject Name**.

- **Exam Group** - Some exams may be in more than 1 exam room - students are allocated alphabetically by surname.
- TBA (To Be Advised) - details not yet confirmed at time of publishing timetable.

Please make sure you arrive at the campus at least 30 minutes before exam starts for your exam registration.

**AEST** – Australian Eastern Standard Time (UTC+10:00)

Please ensure you check your Blackboard page under your subject, alternatively, you may check with your Program Director.

### Subject Code/Subject Name | Date | Time | Exam Duration | Room | Group (Surname) | Additional materials allowed/notes
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
BH320A | Pathophysiology & Clinical Diagnosis 1-Practical | Sun-26-Aug | 10:00 am-3:00 pm | As Allocated | A-Z | n/a - Jackob’s Group
BH320A | Pathophysiology & Clinical Diagnosis 2-Practical | Sat-25-Aug | 9:30 am-11:30 am | As Allocated | A-Z | n/a - intensive Group
CAM307A | Health Assessment & Diagnostic Techniques-Practical | Tue-20-Aug | As Allocated | As Allocated | A-Z | n/a - Louise Rube’s Group
CAM307A | Homoeopathy Materia Medica and Principles | Mon-26-Aug | 9:00 am-10:40 am | 90.00 | A-Z | n/a
CAM307A | Health Assessment & Diagnostic Techniques-Practical | Mon-26-Aug | 9:30 am-11:30 am | As Allocated | A-Z | n/a - Louise Rube’s Group
BH3154A | Anatomy & Physiology 2 | Mon-26-Aug | 12:50 pm-3:30 pm | 90.00 | PY-5.06-08 | n/a
CAM307A | Homoeopathy 2-Online Test | Mon-26-Aug | 12:50 pm-2:30 pm | 90.00 | Blackboard Online | A-Z | Open Book, online test
CA303A | Pathophysiology & Clinical Diagnosis 1-Practical | Sun-26-Aug | As Allocated | As Allocated | PY-5.07-08 & PY-5.12 | A-Z
CAM307A | Pathophysiology & Clinical Diagnosis 2-Practical | Sat-25-Aug | 9:30 am-11:30 am | As Allocated | PY-5.12 | A-Z - intensive Group
CAM307A | Pathophysiology & Clinical Diagnosis 3-Practical | Wed-28-Aug | 8:30 am-3pm | As Allocated | PY-5.14 | A-Z - Claire McGee’s Group
BH3154A | Physiology & Clinical Diagnosis 2 | Tue-27-Aug | 12:50 pm-3:30 pm | 90.00 | PY-5.06-08 | n/a
BH320A | Pathophysiology & Clinical Diagnosis 2 | Tue-27-Aug | 4:20 pm-6:00 pm | 90.00 | PY-5.06-08 | n/a
BH320A | Pathophysiology & Clinical Diagnosis 3 | Tue-27-Aug | 4:20 pm-6:10 pm | 120.00 | PY-5.06-08 | n/a
BH320A | Pathophysiology & Clinical Diagnosis 3-Practical | Wed-28-Aug | 9:30 am-7:00 pm | As Allocated | PY-5.12 | n/a - Ghade Al-Eshab’s Group
CAM305A | Clinical Studies 1 | Wed-28-Aug | 12:50 pm-3:00 pm | 120.00 | PY-5.06 | A-Z | n/a
BH320A | General Pathology | Wed-28-Aug | 4:20 pm-6:10 pm | 120.00 | PY-5.06 | A-Z | n/a
BH320A | Pathophysiology & Clinical Diagnosis 1-Practical | Thu-29-Aug | 8:00 am-4:00 pm | As Allocated | PY-5.12 | A-Z - Jackob’s Group
CAM308A | Herbal Medicine Therapeutics 1-Online Test | Thu-29-Aug | 9:00 am-9:40 am | 30.00 | Blackboard Online | A-Z | a) Non-graphic calculator;  b) Herbal medicine dosage chart provided via Blackboard
CAM312A | Nutritional Therapeutics 2 | Thu-29-Aug | 9:00 am-11:10 am | 120.00 | PY-5.06 | A-Z | n/a
CAM307A | Health Assessment & Diagnostic Techniques | Fri-30-Aug | 9:00 am-9:40 am | 30.00 | PY-5.06 | A-Z | n/a
CAM309A | Homoeopathy 1-Online Test | Fri-30-Aug | 12:50 pm-2:30 pm | 90.00 | Blackboard Online | A-Z | Open Book, online test
CAM315A | Herbal Medicine Therapeutics 2 | Fri-30-Aug | 12:50 pm-3:00 pm | 120.00 | PY-5.06 | A-Z | a) Non-graphic calculator; b) Herbal medicine dosage chart provided via Blackboard
CAM312A | Advanced WHM Clinical Practicum 1-Practical-OSCE | Mon-26-Sep | 12:00 pm-12:30pm | As Allocated | Clinic | A-Z | n/a
CAM308A | Advanced Nutraceuticals Clinical Practicum 2-Practical-OSCE | Mon-26-Sep | 12:00 pm-12:30pm | As Allocated | Clinic | A-Z | n/a
CAM314A | Nutrition Clinical Practicum 3-Practical-OSCE | Tue-06-Sep | 10:00 am-1:00 pm | As Allocated | Clinic | A-Z | There are two sessions of OSCE marks, please check your allocations with your clinic supervisors.

---

**Pathophysiology & Clinical Diagnosis 1-Practical**  
- Session 1: 8:30 am-9:40 am  
- Session 2: 9:45 am-10:55 am

**Pathophysiology & Clinical Diagnosis 2-Practical**  
- Session 1: 12:50 pm-2:30 pm  
- Session 2: 2:35 pm-4:45 pm

**Pathophysiology & Clinical Diagnosis 3-Practical**  
- Session 1: 3:50 pm-5:00 pm  
- Session 2: 5:05 pm-7:15 pm

---

**Nutritional Therapeutics 1**  
- Online, via Blackboard

**Nutritional Therapeutics 2**  
- Online, via Blackboard

**Herbal Medicine Therapeutics 1**  
- Online, via Blackboard

**Herbal Medicine Therapeutics 2**  
- Online, via Blackboard

**Advanced WHM Clinical Practicum 1-Practical-OSCE**  
- Online, via Blackboard

**Advanced Nutraceuticals Clinical Practicum 2-Practical-OSCE**  
- Online, via Blackboard

---

**Note:** Please check the latest version of the exam timetable on the Australasian College of Natural Therapies Pyrmont Campus website.